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Abstract 

As more and more organizations publish their data or services through Open APIs on the 

Internet, mashup applications have captured a lot of attention in recent years. However, as 

the number and categories of Open APIs grow rapidly, efficiently creating optimal mashup 

applications becomes a crucial issue for making the technology of mashup more applicable. 

In this work, we present a Mashup Directed Orchestration Model (MDOM) to depict the 

mashup patterns with a graph-based model on the basis of mashup orientation. According to 

the features of MDOM, by taking advantage of the theory of directed graph and the strategies 

used in the algorithms for discovering frequent sub-graphs, an algorithm named as FSOMM 

is presented to efficiently mine the frequent orchestration patterns hidden in the MDOMs. 

These discovered frequent orchestration patterns provide us a promising way to create 

optimal mashup applications. In addition, the performance of the proposed approach is 

verified by implementing a series of experiments on both synthetic and real datasets. 

 

Keywords: Mahsup application, API orchestration, Frequent mashup pattern, Web data 

integration 

 

1. Introduction 

In the past decades, Web-related technologies have been developed rapidly; especially 

wireless computing has made Web applications everywhere. Open APIs encapsulate Web 

services as a series of interfaces that can be identified and accessed by computer, and these 

Open APIs are published on the Internet that makes them easier to be invoked by third-party 

applications.  Different from the traditional Web pages which are fit for browsing, Open APIs 

provide a convenient way for data exchanging between the applications of service providers’ 

and those of the users’ on the Internet. Users compose Open APIs from different websites to 

form new applications in order to fulfil their business requirements. This makes the so-called 

mashup applications come into being and advance quickly on the Web in recent years. 

The term mashup, originally comes from the field of pop music, where people seamlessly 

combine music from one song with the vocal track from another—thereby mashing them 

together to create something new
1
. In Web applications, there is still no unified definition for 

mashup, even there have been a lot of typical mashup applications. For example, 

Housingmaps.com combines Google Maps API with those provided by Craigslist; a company 

                                                           
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mashup_(web_application_hybrid) 
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offers information for house renting. Since it went online, mashup application has gained 

much attention from both industrial and academic fields. In most cases, it is suggested that 

Web mashup be a process that combines two or more different Open APIs to form a new Web 

application with a certain model in the literature [1-3].  Nowadays, mashup service has been 

considered as an important way to enhancing their marketing competitiveness by a large 

number of companies, such as Flickr, Amazon, Yahoo, etc. In addition, mashup technology 

has been widely used in lots of areas, such as network maps, videos, images, shopping 

searching, news, microblog services and so on. As early as 2008, Gartner reported in their 

Internet Report that mashup is becoming one of the most noteworthy technologies on the 

Internet.  

As more and more organizations publish their core business as Open APIs on the Web to 

provide users better services, both the number and categories of Open APIs have increased at 

great rapidity in recent years. For example, by January 14, 2014, there are more than 10000 

Open APIs and 7000 mashup applications registered at the Programmable.com, and they still 

keep quickly increasing. The abundant Open APIs provide a realistic basis for the 

development of mashup services. However, it also brings big challenges on selecting proper 

Open APIs for building efficient mashup applications, selecting effective mashup model and 

simplifying the constructing process of mashup application for users because of the large 

number and varieties of Open APIs available on the Web. 

In view of the above challenges, researchers have studied mashup technology from 

different perspectives. O. Greenshpan proposed an automated model for building mashup 

applications [4]. That model tries to match the user’s selected Open APIs with the ones which 

have already been in the mashup patterns. If there is a pattern that contains the user’s selected 

Open APIs, it will be recommended to the user. In [5], the authors presented a platform to 

support users to create, use and manage mashup applications. On this platform, users can 

easily build a complete mashup application even without having sufficient knowledge of 

Web. During the process of building a mashup application, the similarity between user’s 

behaviors has been fully considered for creating the applications in an efficient way. It also 

takes advantage of the relationships between Open APIs built by experienced users. These 

relationships are often utilized to eliminate the inconsistency and incompleteness among the 

Open APIs’ augments. These studies show that the relationships between Open APIs are very 

valuable for automatically building mashup applications. Unlike the previous studies, in this 

work, after deeply analyzing existing Open API orchestrations of mashup applications, we try 

to facilitate users to choose appropriate Open APIs and the composite models for building 

optimal mashup applications by mining the frequent mashup patterns hidden in the existing 

mashup applications. 

During the study of Open API combination mode, it not only needs to learn the co-

occurrence probabilities of different Open APIs, but also needs to give a deep discussion on 

the logic of combination between them. In order to accurately identify the combination 

relationship between Open APIs, this paper proposes a model named as Mashup Directed 

Orchestration Model (or MDOM) to represent the relationship between Open APIs contained 

in a mashup application. Namely, apart from depicting the Open APIs appeared in a certain 

mashup application, MDOM describes the combination sequence of the Open APIs. The 

sequence is called as the mashup pattern or orchestration pattern of the application. Besides, 

we propose an algorithm——FSOMM (Frequent Sub-graph Orchestration Mining of Mashup) 

to discover frequent mashup patterns hidden in the MDOMs. The discovered frequent 

patterns can be recommended in the future for making optimal mashup applications. 

The main contributions of this paper are list as follows: 
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 After analyzing the possible combination modes between Open APIs, which include 

serial, parallel and hybrid modes, we present a model, named as Mashup Directed 

Orchestration Model (MDOM), to represent relationships between Open APIs in 

mashup applications with directed graphs. All the combination modes can be 

described with MDOM. 

 Through investigating the real mashup applications, we find that the vertices in most 

of the MDOMs are unique and less than 4. Taking this feature into consideration, an 

algorithm—FSOMM is proposed for mining frequent mashup patterns hidden in 

MDOM collection in an efficient way. The discovered frequent mashup patterns can 

be used for creating optimal mashup applications. 

 To verify the performance of the proposed approach, we implement it with 

experiments on both the synthetic dataset and real dataset. The synthetic dataset we 

generated it with ourselves developed tool, while the real dataset is the corresponding 

information about the real mashups downloaded from ProgrammableWeb.com. The 

experimental results demonstrate that our approach can discover frequent mashup 

patterns with higher performance compared with other existing sug-graph mining 

algorithms, such as gSpan and FSG. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work; Section 3 

discusses the combining modes of Open APIs, and Mashup Directed Orchestration Model – 

MDOM is also proposed concretely in the same section. In Section 4, we describe how to 

mining frequent mashup patterns hidden in MDOMs with our algorithm FSOMM. Section 5 

analyzes the performance of FSOMM with experiments. Finally, we conclude our work in 

Section 6. 

 

2. Related Work 

In recent years, researchers have paid much attention to finding the optimal patterns in 

mashup applications, and a lot of work has been done on analyzing the existing mashup 

applications registered at Programmable Web.com. Cao, et al., recommended optimal data 

sources to users for building up mashup applications more quickly by using project-based 

top-N algorithm [6]. Based on analyzing the similarity of user’s behavior, Wang, et al., 

proved that users are willing to employ the Open APIs which are used more frequently [7]. In 

[8] the authors constructed 13 kinds of diagrams to describe homogeneous or heterogeneous 

networks of mashups, Open APIs and tags. These diagrams are useful for classification and 

recommendation of mashup applications. Some other studies focus on the fusion analysis of 

data layers of mashup [9], performance optimization for data flow in mashup applications 

[10], mashup of UI components [11, 12], semantics-based Open API recommendation [13], 

mashup service model [14] , automated recommendation of Open APIs during construction of 

mashup applications [15-18]  and so on. These studies perfect the mashup technology in 

varies degrees and improve the development of mashup applications. 

In this work, we try to apply the theory of graph model to optimize mashup orchestration 

patterns. A graph is a data structure that describes complex constructions and the relationship 

between objects in the structures. Graphs are widely used in compound classification [19], 

biological network analysis [20], and Web fields [21]. In a variety of graph patterns, frequent 

sub-graphs are often utilized to describe the characteristics of the graphs and as a basis for 

graph classification [22]. Therefore, mining frequent sub-graphs have been highlighted in the 

research area for many years. Generally, there are two basic methods to mine sub-graphs: 

Apriori-based algorithms [23] and pattern-growth-based algorithms [24]. In Apriori-based 

algorithms, a k+1-edged sub-graph is generated by connecting two frequent k-edged sub-
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graphs with only one node (or edges) in difference, such as FSG [26] Pattern-growth-based 

algorithms recursively extend a frequent graph until all of the frequent sub-graphs nested in 

the graph are discovered, such as gSpan [27].  

In this paper, we present MDOM to describe this relationship between Open APIs on the 

basis of analyzing the combinational relationship between Open APIs in mahsup applications. 

A MDOM is a directed graph in which vertices represent the Open APIs invoked in the 

mashup application, and the directed edges represent the API’s at the start point executed 

prior to that at the end point. In terms of MDOM, a mashup application can be expressed as a 

directed graph. Thus, mining frequent mashup patterns can be treated as mining frequent sub-

graphs concealed in a collection of directed graphs. By combining the advantages of the two 

methods for mining frequent sub-graphs, this paper proposes a special algorithm——
FSOMM to mine frequent mashup patterns. 

 

1. Open API Orchestration Modes and MDOM 

As we aforementioned, a mashup application employs one or more Open APIs to 

accomplish some certain tasks. In other words, Open APIs are the basic elements 

composing mashup applications. In this section, apart from studying the possible 

orchestration modes of Open APIs, we present MDOM to describe the relationship 

between Open APIs with directed graphs. 

 

3.1. Possible Open API Orchestration Modes 

As Open APIs are conveniently accessible and programmable to users, publishing 

data or services as Open APIs onto the Web becomes the mainstream way for service 

providers to share their information or services. For conciseness, in this paper, we 

assume that the data or services used in the mashups are obtained through Open APIs. 

In the previous sections, we discussed that a mashup application aggregates Open APIs 

from different sources, and each mashup should fulfill some specific requirements that 

demands the invoked Open APIs being arranged in a certain logic order. These logic 

orders are called as mashup patterns. Prior to further discussing mashup patterns, we 

need to look at the possible orchestration modes of Open APIs in mashup applications. 

The concept of Open API is described in Definition 1. 

Definition 1: An Open API is accessible and programmable interface provided at a 

particular website. Users can access data or services through this interface while the 

internal implementation of the Open API is transparent to users.  

Open API has been widespread on the Web, such as Flickr APIs, Google Maps APIs. 

Flickr is a photo-sharing site and its Open APIs allow users to access photo resources 

with authorized key. Google Maps APIs provide interfaces to access or customize maps 

supplied by Google.com. All the Open API can be accessed by the third-party 

applications on the Web. 

Definition 2: A mashup application arranges multiple Open APIs with a certain 

model to accomplish a particular task. The orchestration of Open APIs in mashup 

application forms the mashup patterns. 

Definition 2 shows that a mashup pattern reflects the set of Open APIs composed in a 

certain mashup and is independent of the Open APIs in other mashups. Suppose there 

are three Open APIs A, B and C in Mashup M, and the orchestration mode of A, B and C 

construct the mashup pattern of M which is irrelevant to the mode of them in other 

mashup applications. 
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As described in Definition 1, each Open API provides an interface for accessing the 

data or services behind it. Even through the internal implementation is invisible to 

users; each interface offers input/output arguments and related description to help users 

to call the API correctly. Thus, formally, an Open API can be represented by a four-

tuple {des, inputs, outputs, funs}, in which, des is the interface type (data or service), 

inputs is the list of input parameters, outputs is the list of output parameters and funs 

indicates the set of available calling operations of the Open API.  

In this paper, we derive the possible orchestration modes of two Open APIs by taking 

advantage of the logic order deduced from the relationship between their inputs and  

outputs. As known to us, some Open APIs must be executed after others because they 

need the outputs of the latter as their inputs. Furthermore, in a certain mashup 

application, the orchestration mode of any two Open APIs is fixed, which means that 

the Open APIs should be executed one after another or in parallel, but never crosswise.  

With the above definitions and assumptions, suppose there are two Open APIs A and 

B called by mahsup M. The sets of invoked operations of A and B are OA= {OA1, 

OA2,…,OAn} and OB={OB1, OB2, …, OBm}, respectively. The corresponding inputs and 

outputs are listed as OA.ins={OA1.in, OA2.in,…,OAn.in}, 

OB.ins={OB1.in,OB2.in,…,OBn.in}, OA.outs={OA1. out, OA2. out, …, OAn. out} and OB. 

outs={OB1. out,OB2. out,…,OBn. out}. When composing together the two Open APIs, 

the following two rules need to be conformed: 

r1: If OA.ins ∩ OB. outsØ  or OA.outs ∩ OB.insØ , then the operations of A are 

called after all those of B that are performed. 

r2: if OA.ins∩ OB. outs = Ø  and OA.outs ∩ OB.ins=Ø , then the execution of the 

operations of A and those of B is independent and can be performed in any order except 

being overlapped. 

The two rules indicate that there are two different orchestration modes for Open API 

A and B: serial orchestration or parallel orchestration. We define them as follows:  

Definition 3: Suppose A and B are two Open APIs called in a mashup M. If B must 

be executed after A (or otherwise), then A and B are in serial orchestration, denoted by 

BA (or AB for the otherwise). Otherwise, if it need not run A and B in order, then A 

and B are in parallel orchestration in M, denoted by A//B. 

Figure 1. Orchestration Modes of Open APIs 

Figure 1 depicts both of the orchestration modes with example mashup applications. 

In Figure 1(a), Weather and Map are two Open APIs which are organized in series 

orchestration mode. It illustrates, in that mashup application, Weather is called to return 

Weather Map 

Transport 

Clinic 

School 

Map 

(a) Serial Orchestration 
 

(b) Parallel Orchestration 
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weather report as input for Map which is used to show weather information on the map. 

Figure1(b) brings us an instance of the parallel orchestration mode of Open APIs. In the 

application, School, Clinic and Transport could respectively return information about 

schools, clinics and transportation around a house after inputting its geographic position 

to the three APIs. However, there is no data exchanging among the three Open APIs, 

and also they need not be invoked in certain sequence. Namely, they are organized in 

parallel orchestration in the example mashup application. 

 

3.2. Mashup Directed Orchestration Model - MDOM 

Through analyzing more than 7000 mashup applications registered at 

ProgrammableWeb.com, we found that the orchestration of any two Open APIs in a 

same mashup application can be described with a serial or parallel mode. However, if a 

mashup application calls more than two Open APIs, the situation becomes complicated. 

Frequently, there is a hybrid mode which contains both of two orchestration modes in 

practice. Here, we develop a directed graph as a model to visually represent the 

orchestration modes of Open APIs contained in a mashup application. The graph is 

called Mashup Directed Orchestration Model (or MDOM). 

Definition 4: The MDOM of a mashup application is a directed graph, whose 

vertices are the Open APIs invoked in the application, and the directed edge between 

two vertices represents the Open API at the source performed prior to the one  at the 

end. 

 

Figure 2. An Example of MDO 

For simplicity, the Open APIs are labeled with a serial number as its ID in the graph. 

In a MDOM graph, if there is a path from Open API A to Open API B, it indicates that 

B is executed after A, which means the orchestration mode of A and B is serial and there 

exists data exchanging or logic calling between them. Otherwise, A and B is in parallel 

orchestration and there is no data exchanging or logic relationship between them. 

Figure 2 is an example of MDOM. As shown in the figure, Label API (○1 ) and 

Facebook API (○2 ) are in serial orchestration mode, while Facebook API, Flickr API 

(○3 ) and Youtube API (○4 ) are in parallel orchestration mode. All of the Open APIs 

together form a MDOM in a hybrid orchestration mode. 

Based on the investigation of the real mashup applications registered at 

ProgrammableWeb.com, we summarize the following features of real MDOMs. 
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Diversity of vertices:  A certain Open API can only appear once in a certain 

MDOM. This property guarantees that there are no two or more vertices with a same ID 

in a given MDOM. 

Only one start vertex and one end vertex: a start vertex in an MDOM is a node 

which has zero in-degree and stands for the first invoked Open API in the mashup 

application. An end vertex is a node which has zero out-degree and the corresponding 

Open API is the last one called in the mashup application. 

The number of vertices is generally 2~ 5:  Statistics suggests that over 90% of the 

mashup applications combine 2~5 Open APIs in total. Figure 3 shows the distribution 

of the number of Open APIs invoked in mashup applications registered at 

ProgrammableWeb.com. Correspondingly, in our work, the number of vertices in a 

MDOM is considered to be from 2 to 5 by default. 

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of the Number of Open APIs Invoked in Mashup 
Applications Registered at Programmable Web.com 

2. Mining Mashup Frequent Patterns 

In the previous section, we described the definition of MDOM and summarized the 

properties a MDOM has. Our frequent pattern mining algorithm, which is called 

FSOMM, is based on the definition and properties of MDOM. 

 

2.1 Mashup Directed Orchestration Patterns 

For convenience, each Open API is assigned an ID before modeling the application 

with MDOM. Each ID is unique across the Open API library. Thus, the formal 

description of MDOM, named as Mashup Directed Orchestration Pattern (MDOP), is 

defined as follows: 

Definition 5: The MDOP of a mashup application is a directed graph 

G={V(G),E(G),L(V(G))}, where V(G)={API1,API2,…, APIn} is the collection of Open 

APIs invoked by the mashup application, and E(G)={(APIi, APIj)|APIi, APIj∈V(G)} is  

the set of directed edges demonstrating the orchestration relationship between two Open 

APIs. That is, if API i is called before API j, there will be an edge directed from API i 

to API j. Besides, the nodes and labels can be mapped as  L(V(G))={l(APIi)| APIi∈
V(G)}, where L( ) is the label mapping function, and the size of graph G is denoted as 

|E (G)|. 
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In a practical application, the set of vertices is corresponding to the IDs of the Open 

APIs revoked by the mashup applications, and the label mapping function maps the 

Open APIs to their IDs. The values of the function have been given as the Open APIs 

are added into the library. For example, in the MDOP of the MDOM shown in Figure 2, 

the set of its vertices is {1-5} and the set of edges is {1, 2,1, 3, 1, 4, 2, 5, 3,5, 

4, 5}, and 1-5 are the IDs for Label API, Facebook API,  Flickr API,  YouTube API 

and Google Maps API  respectively and assigned to the Open APIs as they are 

registered successfully. 

MDOP provides a formal expression for MDOM, however, in a large mashup 

application library ， there always exists different formal expressions for a same 

orchestration relationship between Open APIs. For instance, in Figure 4, it depicts the 

MDOP of two different mashup applications M1 and M2. Although the formal 

expressions of M1 and M2 are not the same, their vertex set and edge set are equal, 

which are {1-4} and {1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 4, 3}. Here, M1 and M2 are referred as an 

isomorphism of MDOP. Formally, a pair of isomorphic MDOPs is defined as: 

 

Figure 4. An Example of a Pair of Isomorphic MDOPs 

Definition 6: Given two MDOPs G and H, if V(G)=V(H), E(G)=E(H), 

L(V(G))=L(V(H)), then G and H are a pair of isomorphic MDOPs. 

According to Definition 6, two isomorphic MDOPs satisfy the following two 

conditions: (1) they should call the same set of Open APIs; (2) Their orchestration 

modes of the Open APIs are also equal. After being mapped onto MDOPs, two MDOPs 

are isomorphic only when the IDs of the vertices, number of edges and edge directions 

are all identic correspondingly. 

Definition 7: Let MDOP M ={V(M),E(M)}. If MDOP M
’
={V(M

’
),E(M

’
)} satisfies 

V
’

V，E
’

E and E(M
’
)={(APIi, APIj)| APIi, APIj∈V(M

’
)}, then M

’
 is a sub-pattern of 

M. 

Based on Definition 5~7, the problem of mining frequent mashup patterns is formally 

described as follows: Suppose Ms is a collection containing n mashup applications, its 

corresponding MDOP set Msp={Mpi|Mpi is the MDOP of mashup application Mi, and i=0, 

1,2,…,n} , the minimum support is minsup and f(mp, Mpi) represents if there is an 

isomorphism of mp in Mpi. The value of f(mp, Mpi) is determined as follows: if mp is 

isomorphic with a sub-pattern mpi of Mpi’s，then f(mp, Mpi)=1; otherwise，f(mp, Mpi)=0. Let 

(mp, Msp) =MpiMspf(mp, Mpi) , so that (mp, Msp) indicates the frequency of mp appeared in 

Ms，i.e the support of mp in Msp。Thus, mining frequent mashup patterns is to develop an 

applicable algorithm to discover all the sub-patterns mp in Msp which satisfy (mp, Msp)  

minsup. 
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2.2 Mining Algorithm---FSOMM 

Before mining the frequent mashup patterns, we need to focus on two fundamental 

issues: how to get 1-edge frequent sub-patterns, and how to extend the frequent sub-

patterns in order to find the frequent patterns with more edges. In [7], Sub-graph mining 

algorithms are divided into Apriori-based algorithms and pattern-growth-based 

algorithms. These two kinds of algorithms differ from each other in their pattern 

expanding strategies. For Apriori-based algorithms, they generate frequent k-edge sub-

pattern candidates by joining two frequent (k-1)-edge sub-patterns that have one and 

only one different edge. For pattern-growth-based algorithms, the candidates are 

created by recursively adding 1-edge to frequent patterns starting from frequent 1-edge 

sub-graphs. Therefore, the former algorithms need to obtain the frequent (k-1)-edge 

patterns before computing the frequent k-edge candidates. The latter algorithms are in 

much the same way as the depth-first traversal of a graph, and its’ frequent k-edge 

candidates do not depend on discovered frequent (k-1) –edge patterns. 

 

Figure 5. Algorithm FSOMM 

Considering the features of MDOM described previously, we propose the algorithm 

FSOMM to mine the frequent mashup patterns hidden in mashup applications. The 

expanding strategy employed in FSOMM is as follows: the k-edge frequent patterns are 

obtained by adding one frequent edge pattern onto the frequent (k-1)-edge patterns. This 

strategy can be regarded as a combination of those used by the two kinds of algorithms 

for mining frequent sub-graphs, however, there are also some differences between 

them. The main distinction between Apriori-based algorithms and FSOMM is that the 

candidate k-edge patterns produced with FSOMM are not generated through joining two 

frequent (k-1)-edge patterns. Unlike pattern-growth-based algorithms that calculate the 

frequent sub-patterns by extending 1-edge sub-patterns in depth, FSCOMM expands all 

the frequent k -patterns(k≥2) after doing  that to all the frequent 1-edge patterns. 

During the computation, after increasing one edge to a frequent (k-1)-edge sub-

patterns mp and generating a k-edge sub-patterns m’p, FSOMM immediately examines if 
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m’p is a frequent k-edge sub-pattern. If mp is a frequent sub-pattern, mp will be 

extended. Otherwise, mp will be kept unchanged. This strategy is efficient because it 

saves time by reducing the detecting times of isomorphic sub-patterns. Figure 5 gives 

the steps of FSOMM algorithm. The description shows the computing process of 

FSOMM can be divided into two parts: the first part is to obtain the frequent 1 -edge 

patterns by statistics, and the second part computes the frequent patterns more than one 

edge by recursively extending frequent 1-edge patterns. The detail of FSOMM is 

described as follows: 

Step 1 (line 2) converts the adjacency matrix representing a mashup pattern Mpi’s 

into a hash table. The key of the hash table is a list composed by the IDs of the  Open 

APIs at the both ends of a directed edge in MDOP, and its value includes three parts: 1) 

times of current edge appeared in Msp, which is expressed as support; 2) the IDs of all 

MDOPs that contain edge e; 3) the direction of e, which is indicated as dir. For 

example, if an edge e whose vertices are Open APIs 2 and 5 is directed from 2 to 5, 

then e.dir={2_5} 。 All the hash tables are stored in a collection named as 

sourceMashups. 

Step 2 (line 3-11) calculates the support of edge e in Msp and adds the IDs of MDOPs 

which contain edge e into the result set. 

Step 3 (line 12-14) removes the edges whose support is less than minsup from 

basicHash. Then, the left patterns in the basicHash are the frequent mashup patterns. 

Step 4（line 15-16）assigns basicHash to tempHash. Even the two hash tables have 

same the values, their purposes are different and will be reflected in algorithm Sub-

FSOMM (see Figure 6). tempHash is composed of the candidates of frequent k-edge 

patterns which will be extended recursively, while basicHash is the set of frequent 1-

edge patterns which will be added into the  frequent (k-1)-edge patterns in order to 

generate the frequent k-edge patterns. The value of basicHash maintains constantly 

during the whole process of recursively revoking algorithm Sub-FSOMM. Both 

basicHash and tempHash are parameters for revoking Sub-FSOMM, which will 

generate all the frequent sub-patterns. The description of Sub-FSOMM is presented in 

Figure6. 

 

Figure 6. Algorithm Sub-FSOMM 
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Sub-FSOMM adds the frequent 1-edge patterns to one frequent k-edge pattern each 

time when it is called, and the frequent edges are picked from basicHash. The Sub-

FSOMM will be stopped until all frequent patterns have been found. In Line 4, ng is the 

number of common vertices between frequent pattern mp and frequent 1-edge pattern e. 

In Line 5, cv represents the number of mashup applications containing mp and e 

simultaneously. Line 6 decides if there are some common vertices between mp and e. If 

they have common vertices and the number of mashup applications containing mp and e 

is not less than minsup, e will be add into mp to generate a candidate frequent pattern 

mp’. Checking whether there are frequent k-edge patterns isomorphic with mp’ is 

accomplished by Line 8. If there are any isomorphic patterns with mp’, terminate this 

iteration; otherwise, mp
’
 will be added into tempResult and then continue adding the 

next edge. After all frequent patterns are traversed completely, if the number of 

frequent sub-patterns is not zero, then go on calling Sub-FSOMM until all the frequent 

patterns are obtained. 

Notice that Ms is a hash table whose key is the list expressing the direction of sub- 

pattern mp. For example, mp contains three edges <2, 4>、<4, 5>、<1, 6>, then in Ms, 

the key of mp is a list representing all the three edges, that is, {1_6, 2_4, 4_5}. 

Therefore, every time before adding a new frequent pattern into the result set, it only 

needs to check if the result set contains a key which is same to that of the new one. The 

experimental results show that storing frequent patterns with hash table could reduce 

the checking time so that improves the efficiency of mining frequent  mashup patterns.  

 

3. Experimental Analysis 

3.1 Experimental settings 

The experiments are conducted on two datasets: a real dataset and a synthetic dataset. 

The real dataset consists of information of the mashup applications downloaded from 

ProgrammableWeb.com, and each mashup application calls at least 2 Open APIs. There 

are 3318 mashup applications that form the same number of different MDOPs and 1224 

Open APIs in the dataset. Some preprocessing work, such as assigning an ID to each of 

the Open APIs, is done on the real dataset before conducting the experiments. The 

synthetic dataset is generated by our self-developed algorithm that produces simulated 

mashup applications according to the features of MDOM discussed in Section 3.2. The 

dataset contains 10,000 simulated mashup applications and each simulated mashup 

application is formed with 8~10 Open APIs. As we know, in the real mashup 

applications, the number of invoked Open APIs is often between 2 and 5. Note that the 

number of Open API in our synthetic mashup applications is 8~10 which is different 

from that of the real mashup applications. That is because that our aim for using then 

synthetic data is to test if the performance of our proposed algorithm is also good when 

it is conducted on complex data. All experiments are carried out on a PC with Windows 

7 Ultimate 64-bit operating system, 4G memory and 1TB hard disk. 

Before mining the frequent mashup patterns from the real dataset, we verify the 

efficiency and the effectiveness of FSOMM with synthetic dataset. Two groups of 

experiments are designed to achieve this goal. The first group is to investigate the 

performance of FSOMM by comparing it with FSG and gSpan on executing time and 

integrity of mining results with synthetic dataset. This group of experiments is trying to 

test if FSOMM algorithm is more suitable for mining frequent MDOM compared with 

some existing algorithms. The second group is to mine the frequent sub-patterns hidden 
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in real dataset with FSOMM. The frequent sub-patterns are useful to create optimal 

mashup applications. 

 

3.2 Experimental Analysis 

Experiment Group 1: Investigating the Performance of FSOMM 

Experiment 1: examining the efficiency of FSOMM. Figure7 shows the 

corresponding time cost under different minsup when mining frequent patterns with 

FSOMM, gSpan and FSG. The dataset is synthetic dataset which was kept constantly 

during experimenting. The horizontal axis represents the threshold of support  minsup, 

and the vertical axis is the time taken by the algorithms for mining the frequent sub -

patterns. According to the experimental results, it is observed that FSOMM spends the 

least time mining among the three algorithms when the support threshold minsup is 

small (less than 6%). As minsup increases, the running time of the three algorithms 

become closer, especially when minsup is greater than 10%, the running time trends to 

be equal. That is because as the increase of minsup, the number of frequent patterns 

decreases obviously. That means the scale is also reduced for further computing. 

Simutaneously, it demonstrates the performances of the three algorithms are guaranteed 

when the computational scale is small.  

Experiment 2: validating the integrity of mining results with FSOMM. Figure8 

illustrates the number of frequent patterns mined with three algorithms varies with the 

minimal threshold of support minsup. In Kuramochi and Karypis (2001) and Yan and Han 

(2002), the authors pointed out that FSG and gSpan could mine all the frequent patterns, 

and Figure 8 indicates the number of frequent patterns that were found by FSOMM is 

nearly the same as that were found by FSG and gSpan. Thus, FSOMM algorithm is able 

to discover frequent mashup patterns completely. 

 

     

Figure 7. Executing Time of Different Algorithms Varies with Support 
Threshold Minsup 
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Figure 8. Number of Identified Frequent Patterns Varies with Different Minsup 

Experiment Group 2: Mining Frequent Orchestration Patterns on Real Datasets. 

The experiments performed on synthetic dataset demonstrate that FSOMM can 

discover the frequent orchestration patterns completely and efficiently. Now, we try to 

investigate the performance of mining frequent patterns implied in real dataset with 

FSOMM from three aspects with Experiment 3~5.  

 

Figure 9. Identified Frequent Patterns with Different Minsup 

 

Figure 10. Top-10 Frequent 1-edge Patterns 
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Experiment 3: investigating the number of frequent patterns changing with different 

minimal threshold of support minsup. According to the statistics, we know there are 

3,318 mashup applications and 1,224 Open APIs contained in the real dataset. Each 

mashup application has 2~5 vertices on average. Thus, the emerging frequency for each 

Open API ranges from 5 to 14, and the corresponding average support is between 0.2% 

and 0.4%. Generally, only the patterns whose support is greater than the average one 

are useful for optimizing mashup applictions. Therefore, during the experiments, 

minsup is set to 0.2%, 0.3% …, 0.5%… 1%. Figure 9 depicts the number of discovered 

frequent patterns varies with the minsup. It displays when the minimal threshold of 

support ranges from 0.2% to 0.4%, the number of discovered frequent patterns 

decreases sharply. While when minsup is greater than 0.4%, the decrease becomes 

slower. This implies the dispersion and diversity of Open APIs revoked in real 

mashups. 

Experiment 4: mining top-10 1-edge frequent patterns. The frequency of a mashup 

pattern reflects the degree of its reliability and popularity to the users. Recommending 

the top-k frequent patterns to users could improve the efficiency of building mashups. 

Figure 10 gives the experimental results. The figure proves some frequent invoked 

Open APIs can be integrated with many other Open APIs for creating new mashup 

applications. For example, Google Maps API can not only be combined with Youtube 

API to form a video mahsup application, but also can be orchestrated with Twitter or 

Flickr to build other special mashup applications. That is why there are so many 1-edge 

frequent patterns with the same vertex, like “8” appeared in both “8_13” and “8_19”.  It 

deserves to be noted that for a given Open API, it may have different relationships with 

other Open APIs in different mashup applications. For instance, for the mashup labeled 

as “19_5” and “5_13”, even though the Open API with ID of “5” is involved in the two 

patterns, “19_5” and “5_13”, it has a different mashup pattern with “19”and “13” 

because the invoking sequences are different. 

Experiment 5:  investigating the distribution of frequent k-edge patterns under 

different values of minsup. The value of minsup impacts greatly on the mining result. If 

it is too small, the frequent patterns will grow exponentially and make it hard to filter 

the patterns. On the contrary, if the value is too large, fewer frequent patterns will be 

found and it may lead the valuable ones not be able to be recommended. Therefore, to 

set an appropriate value for minsup is very important for keeping the frequent patterns 

in a proper domain. 

 

 
Figure 11. Distribution of Frequent Patterns Under Different Minsup 
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Figure 11 shows the distribution of frequent patterns under different value of  minsup. 

The figure indicates that the number of frequent k-edge patterns decreases as minsup 

increases. While when minsup keeps constantly, the number of frequent patterns 

decreases as the number of edges becomes greater. That is caused by the sparsity of 

MDOP because the vertices in MDOPs are very few (normally, there are only 2~5 Open 

APIs contained in a mashup application). In practical, the value of minsup can be 

determined according to the requirements of application. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Mining frequent mashup patterns is significant for building optimal mashup 

applications efficiently. The MDOM presented in this paper can visually describe the 

orchestration mode among Open APIs invoked in mashup applications. On the basis of 

MDOM features, a directed graph which can express MDOM in formal description –

MDOP is also proposed. An algorithm, called FSOMM, is developed specially for 

discover frequent mashup patterns by combining the strategies employed in Apriori-

based and pattern-growth-based algorithms for mining frequent sub-graphs, and the 

features of MDOM as well. Experimental results show FSOMM is more suitable to 

mine the frequent MDOP patterns because most of the real mashups are very small (3~5 

Open APIs). In our future work, we will develop an effective structure to index the 

discovered frequent mashup patterns so that they can help users to create optimal 

mashup applications in an efficient way. 
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